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Abstract. It is a common way to represent paper properties as a heterogeneous
academic network graph, such as authorships, citations, by which the latent fea-
tures of paper can be learnt. To better integrate both text and structural features,
we propose the joint embedding method for paper recommendation. We adopt a
pre-trained language model to learn the paper semantic features from titles, and
adopt a graph convolution network to extract the structural features from the con-
structed academic network graph. These two embeddings are combined together
through the attention mechanism as a joint one. To clarify the real negative sam-
ples on uncited papers, we introduce some expert rules as the selection strategy
on samples in model training, which can exclude the far-unrelated negative sam-
ples and potential positive samples. User interests are modeled by their historical
publications and references and thus papers are recommended according to the
relatedness between user interests and paper embeddings.We conduct experiments
on the ACM academic paper dataset. The results show that our model outperforms
baseline methods on personalized recommendation.We also analyze the influence
of model structure and parameter setting. The results show that our sample strat-
egy effectively improves the precision of recommendation, which illustrate that
the strategy enhances the quality of training data.
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1 Introduction

There are a large number of papers published every year, which means it would take a lot
of time for researchers on finding papers of interest. So personalized paper recommen-
dation is of great significance in scientific research and academic development. And it’s
worth studying how to accurately capture user preferences to help them find interested
paper.

Existing works always introduce various attributes of users and items besides rating
matrix to build recommendation models. Since single feature cannot fully reflect user
interests, it’s necessary to joint these different features. In addition, in order to obtain
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the training data for paper recommendation, existing works often use the citation rela-
tionships between papers to construct positive and negative samples. For example, a
user-paper pair with citation relationship is labeled positive, indicating that the user is
interested in this paper, otherwise negative [1, 2]. In fact, when users look for interested
papers, not only the citation relationship is considered, but also the paper classification,
keywords, and so on. Therefore, we believe sampling based on a single perspective is
limited.

To tackle the above challenges, we propose the joint multi-feature and rules paper
embedding model for paper recommendation (JMPR). In order to capture user interests
more comprehensively, we integrate both the semantic and structural features, corre-
sponding to paper titles and academic network graph, respectively. And we introduce
rules as the sample strategy on samples in the training process. The contribution of this
paper resides on two aspects:

(1) We propose the joint embedding method for paper recommendation. We con-
struct the academic network graph based on the academic paper dataset, in which the
entities such as papers, authors, venues are as nodes and the relations between them
are as edges. To mine the potential relationships between entities which are not directly
connected and get the paper entity representations incorporating neighborhood informa-
tion and user interests, we optimize a graph convolution network (GCN) to extract the
structural features from the academic network graph. To get the representations of paper
title incorporating with domain knowledge, we pre-train a language model on domain
dataset to learn the semantic features from titles. Then, to get the joint paper embedding,
we combine the above two representations through attention mechanism. Finally, the
recommendation is based on the relatedness between user interests and paper embed-
dings.We calculate the similarity between user vector and paper vector as the probability
that the user is interested in the paper.

(2) We propose the rule-based sample selection strategy to clarify the real negative
samples on uncited papers, so as to exclude the far-unrelated negative samples and
potential positive samples frombeingmistakenly selected as negative samples. To jointly
model the correlation between users and papers, we define three rules based on paper
classification, references, andkeywords.Andaccording to the rules,we select the positive
and negative samples as training set.

We conduct experiments on the ACM academic dataset, and compare our method
with the baselines. The results show our method outperforms others on the recommenda-
tion task. Then, we analyze the influence of model structure and parameter setting. The
experimental results show that our sample strategy effectively improves the precision of
recommendation, which illustrate that the strategy enhances the quality of training data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we will introduce the related
works. In Sect. 3, we will introduce our proposed method in detail. In Sect. 4, we will
analyze the experiments. Finally in Sect. 5, we will make the conclusions.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Recommendations Based on Content and Rating Features

Traditional recommendation methods include content-based and CF-based methods.
Content-based methods usually make recommendations by discovering the relation
between user profiles and paper features. The user profiles are mainly constructed by
the interaction between users and papers. For example, Gautam and Kumar [3] pro-
posed a tag-based method that uses paper tags which users are interested in to represent
user profiles. In addition, there are many ways to represent paper features. For example,
Jeong et al. use BERT [4] to obtain the paper sentence representations [5]. Tao et al.
uses LDA topic model [6] to obtain the paper feature representations. The basic idea of
CF-based methods is that similar users’ favorite items are also similar. Compared with
content-based methods, CF-based methods, such as SVD [7], are more independent of
the content of items, making it applicable to a wider range of scenarios. However, they
rely on the rating matrix, so suffer from data sparsity and cold start problems. Through
Combining the CF-based and content-based methods, the above two problems can be
solved to a certain extent. For example, Sugiyama et al. use content-based method to
model the user preferences, then use CF-based method to discover papers that users are
potentially interested in [8]. The data feature that recommendation models mentioned
above rely on is relatively single, so that it’s difficult to mine potential user preferences.

2.2 Recommendations Based on Structural Features

With the development of graph-based information retrieval and data mining technology,
more and more graph-based recommendation models have been proposed. For example,
the emergence of social network contributed to the research of trust-aware recommen-
dation systems [9], which could help us to infer the user’s preferences indirectly by
summarizing the user’s friends’ preferences. In addition, the Knowledge Graph (KG)
as the side information besides rating matrix is also increasingly used for recommenda-
tion, such as DKN [10], PER [11], RippleNet [12], KGCN [13], KGCN-LS [14], etc.
KG could improve the precision, diversity, and interpretability of the recommendation
system [15]. Among the above-mentioned KG-based methods, KGCN [13] performs
GCN to mine the high-order hidden information on the KG, which proves work well.
And our work in this paper is inspired by this work.

There is a natural network structure between academic papers, since they are not
isolated but connected with each other by citation relations, co-authors and so on. In
fact, many graph-based recommendation models for paper recommendation have been
proposed. For example, Pan et al. [16] proposed a model based on the similarity learning
of citation network and keyword network. Manju et al. [17] proposed a model based
on social network. It is also possible to combine graph-based methods with traditional
methods. For example, Kong et al. [18] proposed a method that combines graph-based
and CF-based methods. They useWord2vec and Struc2vec to construct citation network
with semantic information, then calculate the cosine similarity between user represen-
tation and paper representation. Since graphs are rich in information, it’s necessary to
find an appropriate way to make full use of them.
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3 Joint Multi-feature and Rules Paper Embedding Method

Fig. 1. Academic network graph based on ACM academic dataset.

3.1 Problem Definition

In this paper, the paper recommendation problem is formally defined as: Given a set
of M users U = {u1, u2, ..., uM } and a set of N papers V = {v1, v2, ..., vN }, we aim
to learn a prediction function ŷ = F(u, v|θ) that predicts whether user u has potential
interest in paper v, y

∧

denotes the predicted probability that user u is interest in paper v,
and θ denotes the parameters of function F.

In an academic dataset, each paper usually contains the title, keywords, authors,
references, and some other attributes. As shown in Fig. 1, in order to capture inter-paper
relatedness, we construct an academic network graph G = (E,R), where E denotes the
entity set and R denote the relation set. The types of entity include “Affiliation” “Au-
thor” “Venue” “Paper” “Keyword” “Year” and “Class”. The types of relation include
“Citation” “Belong to” “Publish” “Year of Publication” “Work” “Include” and “Clas-
sification”. Each triple of entity-relation-entity is represented as the form (e1, r, e2),
where e1, e2 ∈ E, and r ∈ R. It is a common way to represent these attributes as a
heterogeneous academic network graph, such as authorships, citations [2]. We construct
the academic network graph based on the ACM academic dataset, then we choose it as
the structural feature.

3.2 Overall Framework

Generally, a paper title is the high-level summarization of the paper content, which are
rich in semantic information. And in academic network graph, papers are not isolated
but connected with each other through different relations. The entities involved in a pub-
lication and its relations together constitute an informative network. The above features
reveal different aspects of papers, so we consider both semantic features and struc-
tural features on modeling paper. We propose the joint multi-feature and rules paper
embedding model (JMPR), as shown in Fig. 2, which include three modules, i.e. the
title embedding module, academic network GCN module, and joint recommendation
module.
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Fig. 2. JMPR model framework.

In the title embedding module, we pre-train a language model on domain dataset to
get the semantic representation of paper title. In academic network GCN module, we
optimize a graph convolution network (GCN) to capture the inter-paper relatedness and
extract the high-order hidden information from academic network. And we obtain the
representation of paper entity incorporating neighborhood information and user interests
from thismodule. In joint recommendationmodule, we obtain the joint paper embedding
through combining the title representation and paper entity representation mentioned
above with attention mechanism. And we also obtain the user representation which
incorporate the historical interest. Finally, we predict the user’s potential interest in
papers by calculating the vector similarity between user and paper. In addition, to handle
with the sampling problem in the training process, we propose the rule-based sample
selection strategy to clarify the real negative samples on uncited papers, so as to exclude
the far-unrelated negative samples and potential positive samples from being mistakenly
selected as negative samples.

3.3 Rule-Based Sample Selection Strategy

There are two forms in citation relation: cited and uncited, which are usually directly
used as positive and negative samples to train models. We call it naive sample selection
strategy. However, there are cases where users and papers are far-unrelated in uncited
samples, such as a user in computer science and a paper in literary. Since the user and
paper are from totally different domains, the naive sample selection strategy will lead to
under-fitting problems. Any users and papers from the same domain will be predicted
highly correlated by the recommendation model trained this way, which is obviously
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problematic. In addition, theremay also be potential positive samples in uncited samples,
because a user may have potential interest in the papers he didn’t cite before.

To address the above problems, we propose the rule-based sample selection strategy
to get user-paper pairs for training the paper recommendation model. Our strategy is
user-centric. We select suitable papers for each user to construct positive samples and
negative samples.

Consider user u, we take the papers that have citation relationship with u as positive
samples about u and label them y = 1. To avoid labeling the potential positive samples
and far-unrelated samples as negative samples, we introduce rules. According to the
rules, we select the suitable ones from uncited papers as negative samples about u,
and label them y = 0. By this way, the quality of training data and precision of the
recommendation model are obviously improved.

Next, we will introduce three rules, and explain the sampling process in detail.
The three rules are the similarity of the research direction, Jaccard similarity of the

references, and Jaccard similarity of the keywords, respectively.

Research Direction. The classification systems of the academic paper research direc-
tion are usually hierarchical structures, such as the ACMComputing Classification Sys-
tem (CCS) in computer science. We define two papers’ research direction similarity as
S1, that is, the hierarchical logarithmic distance of paper v1 and v2 from the bottom paper
nodes to their public parent node in classification system. R1 and R2 denote all nodes
included in the path from the bottom paper node to the root node of paper v1 and v2,
respectively. li denotes the level where the current node i is located.

S1(v1, v2) = −
∑

i∈(R1∪R2−R1∩R2)
1

2li
(1)

References. We define the two papers’ Jaccard similarity of references as S2. Ref 1 and
Ref 2 denote the reference sets of paper v1 and v2, respectively.

S2(v1, v2) = |Ref 1 ∩ Ref 2|
|Ref 1 ∪ Ref 2|

(2)

Keywords. We define the two papers’ Jaccard similarity of keywords as S3. K1 and K2
denote the keyword set of paper v1 and v2, respectively.

S3(v1, v2) = |K1 ∩ K2|
|K1 ∪ K2| (3)

We synthesize the above three rules to calculate the correlation score S(v1, v2) of
two papers. In fact, the above rules are always calculated 0 between most paper pairs,
due to the data sparsity problem. In this paper, we believe that the correlation between
different paper pairs is reflected in different aspects, and the highly relevant paper pairs
may only be highly relevant in just one aspect, so we choose the maximum value of the
three rules as the final correlation score of paper v1 and v2.

S(v1, v2) = max(S1(v1, v2), S2(v1, v2), S3(v1, v2)) (4)
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Fig. 3. Flow chart for sample selection strategy incorporating rules.

Then, we calculate the correlation score S(u, v) of user u and paper v based on the
correlation score S(v1, v2) of two papers. Pu denotes the paper set published by u.

S(u, v) = max{r(pu, v)|pu ∈ Pu} (5)

So far, we could label the positive and negative samples about user u according to
S(u, v). The process in detail is shown in Fig. 3. V denotes the set of all papers, Cu

denotes the set of papers cited by u. If u has cited paper v, then y = 1, indicating
a positive sample, and P+

u = {v|v ∈ Cu} denotes the set of positive samples about u.
Negative samples about u are selected from the paper setV−Cu that u has not cited. Since
the number of samples without citation relation is huge and the calculation of S(u, v) is
time-consuming and space-consuming, we only randomly select n papers from V − Cu

to calculate S(u, v), n � |V − Cu|. We finally select m papers with the smallest S(u, v)
as the final negative sample set P−

u about u, where m < n.

3.4 Joint Embedding Based Academic Paper Recommendation

3.4.1 Title Embedding Module

Inspired by SBERT [19]’s idea of fine-tuning the model parameters of pre-trained BERT
through Siamese neural network on domain dataset to output sentence embeddings,
we optimize a Siamese neural network on our constructed title dataset to output title
embeddings.

The title dataset is constructed based on the ACM academic paper dataset. We define
z as the true correlation score between t1 and t2. If there is a citation relationship between
(t1, t2), we choose it as positive sample and label it as z = 1. Then we select negative
samples from uncited ones based on rules. We randomly select ten times the number of
positive samples from the uncited title pairs as candidate set. Then we calculate their
S(v1, v2) based on formula (4). Finally,we choose the sampleswith the smallest S(v1, v2)
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from the candidate set as the negative samples, and we label them z = 0. The negative
sample set is the same size as the positive one.

Our Siamese neural network includes three layers,which areBert layer,meanpooling
layer and the fully connected layer in sequence. The difference from SBERT is we add
a fully connected layer to reduce the output vector dimension. We use the mean square
error (MSE) function as the loss function. z

∧

denotes the predicted score.

loss = ∣
∣
∣
∣z − z

∧∣
∣
∣
∣
2 = ||z − cos(t1, t2)||2 (6)

3.4.2 Academic Network GCN Module

Inspired byKGCN[13]’s idea of implementingGCNonknowledge graph,we implement
GCN on academic network graph.

Consider a user-paper pair (u, v), u ∈ Rd and v ∈ Rd are vector representations of
u and v. r denotes the relations between entities on the academic network graph. And
r ∈ Rd denotes vector representations of r.

A user may be more interested in the papers from the same venue, another may be
more interested in the papers of the same author. rv,e represents the relation between
paper v and its neighbor entitye. We use φu

rv,e to represent the score between user u and
relation rv,e. φu

rv,e describes the importance of relation rv,e to u.

φu
rv,e = u × rv,e (7)

We use Ev to denote the entity set directly connected to v in the academic network.
In fact, the size of Ev may change a lot with different papers in the academic network
graph. For computational convenience, we sample a fixed size of neighbors for each

paper randomly instead of using all of them, which is defined as E
′
v.

∣
∣
∣E

′
v

∣
∣
∣ = K is a

constant. φ̃u
rv,e is the normalized result of φu

rv,e .

φ̃u
rv,e =

exp
(
φu
rv,e

)

∑
e′∈E′

v
exp

(
φu
rv,e′

) (8)

Wecompute the linear combination of the entities inE
′
v to characterize the topological

neighborhood structure of paper v. We use vu
E′
v
to denote the vector representation of

paper v’s neighborhood. The score φ̃u
rv,e between u and rv,e plays an important role as

the personalized filter. e is the vector representation of entity e.

vuE′
v
=

∑

e∈E′
v
φ̃u
rv,ee (9)

E
′
v can also be called as the single-layer receptive field of paper v. Then we aggregate

paper v′s initial representation v and v′s neighborhood representation vu
E′
v
into a single

vector vu1 ∈ Rd as v′s first-order representation.

vu1 = σ
(
W ·

(
v + vu

E′
v

)
+ b

)
(10)
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So far,weget the representationof entities in the academicnetworkgraph after single-
layer GCN on academic network graph, which are also called first-order representation
of entities. They only depend on itself and the neighborhood entities directly connected
to them. We define the initial entity representation as zero-order representation, and
the entity representation after single-layer GCN as first-order representation. In order to
mine the long-distance interest of users, we extend the receptive field tomulti hopswhich
means the entities which are indirectly connected to the given entity are also selected to
be its neighborhood entities. And we generate the neighborhood representation through
implementing multi-layer GCN on the academic network graph. By this way, we get
the high-order representations of entities. We use H to denote the maximum depth of
the neighborhood. For a given user-paper pair (u, v), we compute the receptive fieldM
of v iteratively, then generate the H-order representation vuH∈ Rd of v through H times
aggregation of entity representation and its neighborhood representation.

3.4.3 Joint Recommendation Module

We joint the paper title vector t ∈ Rm generated by title embedding module and paper
entity vector vuH generated by academic networkGCNmodulewith attentionmechanism.
The dimension of t is bigger than vuH , so we add a fully connected layer to reduce the
dimension of t.

t
′ = σ(W1 · t + b1) (11)

We use user vector u to calculate the attention weights α and β.

α = u · t′ (12)

β = u · vuH (13)

Then, we calculate the weighted sum of the t
′
and vuH to get the final paper

representation vu.

vu = σ
(
W2 ·

(
αt

′ + βvuH
)

+ b2
)

(14)

y
∧

denotes the predicted probability that user u has potential interest in paper v, and
is calculated by the inner product of paper vector vu and user vector u.

ŷ = u × vu (15)

We choose the cross-entropy loss function, and implement the rule-based sample
selection strategy in the training process. P+

u and P−
u are the positive sample set and

negative sample set about user u, respectively, obtained by Sect. 3.3. The last term is the
regularization term.

∑

u∈U

(

− 1
∣
∣P+

u ∪ P−
u

∣
∣

∑

v∈P+
u ∪P−

u
ylogŷ

)

+ λ‖F‖22 (16)
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4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We use the ACM dataset for experiments. It contains more than 40,000 academic papers
in computer science. Since these papers are domain relevant, they are suitable for verify-
ing the effectiveness of our rule-based sample selection strategy. In addition, the dataset
contains the CCS classification labels which can be used to calculate the research direc-
tion similarity defined in Sect. 3.3. CCS refers to the ACM computing classification sys-
tem, which is a standard classification system with hierarchical structure in computing
science. The basic statistical information of this dataset is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Statistics of ACM dataset

Statistics Num

User 44953

Paper 31889

Sample 348856

Entity 148376

Relation 7

(e1, r, e2) 491679

4.2 Baselines and Experiment Setup

Baseline models are as follows.
SVD [7] is a traditionalCF-based recommendationmodel,which needs ratingmatrix.

The basic idea of SVD is to match the original data into a low-dimensional space, and
calculate the predicted score of the unrated items, then recommend the items with high
predicted scores to the user.

KGCN [13] implements GCN on knowledge graph. The basic idea is to aggregate
the entities with their neighborhood in the knowledge graph to capture the inter-item
relatedness and the potential interest of users.

KGCN-LS [14] introduces Label Propagation Algorithm (LPA) on the basis of
KGCN, which is equivalent to introducing a regular term to prevent overfitting problem.

RippleNet [12] takes the items that users are interested in as seeds, and uses these
seeds to spread out to other items on knowledge graph, refer to the idea of water wave
propagation. This process is called preference propagation. RippleNet uses the method
of spreading preferences in knowledge graph to discover the potential interests of users
continuously and automatically, so that it achieves personalized recommendation.

Our model and its variants in this paper are as follows.
JMPR is the joint multi-feature and rules paper embedding model we proposed in

this paper. JMPR includes threemodules and implements the rule-based sample selection
strategy.
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ANGCN only uses academic network graph as feature, corresponding to academic
network GCN module. And ANGCN implements naive sample selection strategy.

ANGCN-TE adds titles as features on the basis of ANGCN.
ANGCN-Neg replace ANGCN’s naive sample selection strategy with our proposed

rule-based sample selection strategy.
We use F1 score and AUC to evaluate the model performance on the task of judging

whether users are interested in papers.
The experimental setup of JMPR is as follows. In the academic network GCN mod-

ule, we use different activation functions as σ in formula (10) to aggregate the entity
representation and its neighborhood representation. If it is not the last layer, we choose
ReLU , else tanh. In the joint recommendation module, we feed the title embedding t
to activation function ReLU and tanh in order to match the paper entity embedding vu,
then we choose tanh as σ in formula (14) to aggregate vu and t.

4.3 Results

Table 2. Performance comparison of different models.

Model AUC F1

SVD 50.00 66.54

KGCN 86.61 79.53

KGCN-LS 86.62 79.01

RippleNet 90.46 82.78

JMPR 95.50 87.87

(a)K (H=2, d=32)               (b)H (K=4, d=32)              (c)d(K=4, H=2) 

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of JMPR and its variants under different experimental setting.

Performance Analysis. Firstly, we compare our model with the baselines. As shown
in Table 2, our model JMPR outperforms others. The reasons lie in two aspects: One
is the rule-based sample selection strategy we proposed optimize the quality of training
data and improve the precision of the model. The other is JMPR joints multiple features
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with attention mechanism, so that it could model the user preferences more accurately.
What’s more, GCN works well to mine high-order hidden information in academic
network graph, and pre-trained paper title embedding is meaningful and rich in semantic
information, which all contribute to the improvement of the model performance.

SVD performs worst. SVD only uses the rating matrix to train the recommendation
model (in this article, the rating is 1 when it’s a positive sample, otherwise 0), and doesn’t
introduce textual features or other structural features as additional information.

As an improved model of KGCN, KGCN-LS introduces LPA on the basis of KGCN,
but the performance on ACM academic paper dataset is not significantly improved
compared to KGCN.

RippleNet performs better than other baselines. Since it also uses amulti-layer neigh-
borhood structure to capture the internal associations between neighborhood entities in
the academic network graph just like KGCN and JMPR. It shows the importance of
neighborhood information in academic network graph for recommendation.

Next, we will analyze the impact of model structure and parameter setting on model
performance. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4.

Model Structure. Title summarizes themain content of the paper, so it is rich in seman-
tic information. Since the vocabulary of papers in different domains is quite different,
the sentence embedding output by model trained in general domain is not suitable for
the professional field. By pre-training the title embedding on the domain dataset, we
can get the proper title representations which are meaningful and incorporated domain
knowledge. In addition, the academic network graph is a heterogeneous graph which is
rich in structural information. By implementing multi-layer GCN on it, we can capture
the inter-paper relatedness and the long-distance interests of users. As shown in Fig. 4,
ANGCN-TE outperforms ANGCN, since ANGCN-TE adds title as semantic feature on
the basis of ANGCN. It indicates that the title embedding module and academic network
GCNmodule complement each other and could model user preferences in all directions.
What’s more, compared with the naive sample selection strategy, our proposed rule-
based sample selection strategy improved the performance of the model. ANGCN-Neg
and JMPR replace the naïve sample selection strategy with the rule-based one based on
ANGCN and ANGCN-TE, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4, ANGCN-Neg outperforms
ANGCN, and JMPR outperforms ANGCN-TE. Because the rule-based strategy avoids
labeling the potential positive samples and far-unrelated samples as negative samples
from uncited samples. By this way, the quality of training data and the precision of the
recommendation model are improved. However, it is worth mentioning that the corre-
lation score S(u, v) between user u and paper v in formula (5) is time-consuming and
space-consuming, which led to a large increase in the workload.

Parameter Setting. Nowwe analyze the influence of neighborhood entity nodes’ num-
ber K , the convolution depth H , and the embedding dimension d on the performance
of the model, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4, we observe the ANGCN and ANGCN-
Neg are sensitive to the setting of K, H, d. Since ANGCN and ANGCN-Neg only use
academic network graph as feature, and he setting of K, H, d is mainly for academic
network GCN module. And when K takes the value 16, H takes 1 and 2, and d takes
middle value 8, the model performance is better. Because there may be over-fitting or
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under-fitting problem under other parameter setting conditions. Then, when the paper
title feature is integrated with the academic network feature, corresponding to ANGCN-
TE and JMPR, it is observed that the influence of the setting of K,H , d on the model
performance is weakened. It indicates that the title embedding module makes up the
academic network GCNmodule’s lack of information, so that it improves the robustness
of the recommendation model.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the joint multi-feature and rules paper embedding model for
paper recommendation. We choose the academic network graph as structural feature
and paper title as semantic feature to jointly model user interests. We pre-train the title
embedding on domain dataset and implement GCN on the academic network graph, then
aggregate themwith attentionmechanism. In addition, we propose the rule-based sample
selection strategy to do with the sample problem in training process. The experimental
results show that our method outperform the baselines in predicting whether users are
interested in the paper.
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